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THE DESIGN OF THE DUPIC SPENT FUEL BUNDLE COUNTER

by

H. O. Menlove, P. M. Rinard,
K. E. Kroncke, and Y. G. Lee

ABSTRACT

A neutron coincidence detector had been designed to measure the amount of
curium in the fuel bundles and associated process samples used in the direct use of
plutonium in Canadian deuterium-uranium (CANDU) fuel cycle. All of the sample
categories are highly radioactive from the fission products contained in the
pressurized water reactor (PWR) spent fuel feed stock. Substantial shielding is
required to protect the He-3 detectors from the intense gamma rays. The Monte
Carlo neutron and photon calculation^ code has been used to design the counter
with a uniform response profile along the length of the CANDU-type fuel bundle.
Other samples, including cut PWR rods, process powder, waste, and finished
rods, can be measured in the system. This report describes the performance
characteristics of the counter and support electronics.

I . INTRODUCTION

For safeguarding the direct use of pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuels in the Canadian
deuterium-uranium (CANDU) direct use of plutonium in CANDU (DUPIC) fuel cycle,1 it is
necessary to measure the curium content in the spent fuel at the various process stages. We have
designed a neutron multiplicity detector that can be used to measure the spontaneous fission
neutrons from 244Cm at the process input (cut rods), the mixed oxide (MOX) powder stage, the
finished product CANDU bundles, and waste components. The input rods come from spent PWR
fuel so the radioactivity from the fission products is high and shielding is required to protect the
He-3 neutron detectors from the intense gamma dose.

The design of the neutron counter is based on prior designs2'3 that have used neutron coinci-
dence counting to measure plutonium that has a low dose level relative to the DUPIC spent fuel.
The surface dose of a DUPIC fuel bundle is on the order of 104 R/h.

The Monte Carlo neutron and photon (MCNP) code has been used to design the bundle
counter to have a uniform response profile along the length of the CANDU fuel bundle. The
efficiency of the system was limited by the counting rate restrictions in the multiplicity electronics
because of the high intrinsic rate of emission of neutrons from the CANDU fuel bundles.
However, the counter will be used for small samples as well as full fuel bundles so a higher
efficiency is needed for the small samples. To provide different efficiencies for the different
sample types, the detector is wired so that the efficiency can be reduced by 1/3 or 2/3 with the
connectors prior to the coincidence electronics.



II. SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

Several different categories of samples will be measured using the bundle counter. These
material types are generated in the DUPIC fabrication process and are summarized in Table I.

III. DETECTOR DESIGN

A. Design Requirements

1. The assay chamber must hold a CANDU bundle that has a diameter of 10.3 cm and a
length of 50 cm. The bundle is assumed to be in a thin-walled basket. Small gaps are
needed (a) between the bundle and the basket, and (b) between the basket and the wall of
the decontamination liner of the assay chamber.

2. A thin-walled decontamination liner forms the wall of the assay chamber. This liner is
removable and therefore does not fit tightly inside the assay chamber.

3. Beyond the decontamination liner is a hollow cylinder of tungsten that is 4 cm thick.
This protects the electronics and the neutron detector tubes from the gamma rays emitted
by the bundle. (The upper and lower portions of this shield are iron or steel instead of
tungsten.)

4. Neutron reflectors are above and below the bundle, with an air gap between the top of the
bundle and the upper reflector to allow room for handling apparatus. The top reflector is
graphite to keep its weight as low as possible and to simplify the lifting problem when
loading or unloading a bundle; the lower reflector is nickel for more durability because it
supports the bundles.

B . The Monte Carlo Model

Some simplifications of the geometry in the Monte Carlo model were made that would not
affect the results using the Los Alamos MCNP code.

• The material in the bundle was homogenized into a uniform mixture rather than discrete
rods. The overall dimensions and the amounts of pertinent isotopes were unchanged.

• The stainless-steel walls of the basket and the liner were consolidated into one iron
wall.

• The air gaps between the bundle and the basket and between the basket and the liner
were also consolidated into one gap.

• Other counter materials (such as an outer steel decontamination cover) that do not affect
the performance were not included.

TABLE I. DUPIC MATERIALS TO BE MEASURED IN THE BUNDLE COUNTER

1

2

3

4

5

Material Type

Cut PWR rods (1 to 10)

Process MOX powder

Scrap and Holdup

Pellet and rods

CANDU bundles

Composition

~50-cm-long rod

Small grab sample

MOX contaminated metal

Sintered pellets

36 rods

Approximate MOX Mass

200-2000 g

2-200 g

1-10 g

100-1000 g

20 000 g



Figure 1 shows the implementation of the above requirements in the radial direction, along
with some other dimensions used in the Monte Carlo model.

Figure 2 shows a vertical cross section of the model. The dimensions shown in Fig. 1 are
also used here, but now the full height of the detector is seen. The neutron detector tubes are
symmetric about the assay chamber, but the bundle is slightly below the center because it does not
quite fill the assay chamber. The model counter rests on a slab of concrete, which reflects some of
the neutrons back into the counter. (The actual counter will rest on a metal support that is thinner
than the concrete used here, but will also reflect neutrons.)

Figures 3-4 are horizontal cross sections at different heights. Figure 3 is a cut through either
the graphite or nickel reflector. Figure 4 is a cut through the center of the chamber and includes the
bundle.

Figure 5 is an enlarged view of part of the region in Fig. 4. Some of the details of the
detector tubes can be seen, but all the details for one tube are best seen in Fig. 6 where even a
partial covering of cadmium around a detector tube is apparent.

The gamma-ray shield is tungsten near the bundle and iron (or steel) above and below the
bundle. Some iron is used because the need for gamma-ray shielding is less at the ends of the de-
tector and iron is less expensive and lighter in weight.

Center
Line 0.15875

Air or
Air/Cadmium

2.8575
Hole 0.15875

Air or
Air/Cadmium

Fig. 1. These dimensions (in centimeters) in the radial direction were used for the Monte Carlo
model. The center line on the left side of this figure passes through the axis of the bundle; the
radius of the bundle is 5.15 cm. The 1.40-cm air gap is the combined width of the gap between
the bundle and the basket plus the gap between the basket and the liner. The 0.45 cm of iron is
the combined thickness of the basket and the liner. The 4 cm of tungsten gives gamma-ray
shielding of the detector tubes and the electronic components. The polyethylene has 18 holes
drilled through it for the He-3 detector tubes; this figure shows one of these holes cut along a
diameter. The hole is 2.8575 cm in diameter and the detector tube is only 2.54 cm in diameter.
The gap between a tube and the polyethylene is either 0.15875 cm of air, or 0.0254 cm of
cadmium and 0.13335 cm of air.



•Concrete Floor

Fig-. 2. Vertical cross section of the Monte Carlo model
of the bundle counter.

Graphite Reflector
or

Nickel Reflector

Iteel

•He-3 Detector Tube

lyethylene

Fig. 3. Horizontal cross section of the Monte Carlo model of the bundle
counter through either the upper portion containing the graphite reflector
or the lower portion containing the nickel reflector.



•Bundle

•Basket and liner

•Tungsten

Polyethylene

He-3 Detector Tube

Fig. 4. Horizontal cross section of the Monte Carlo model of the bundle counter
through the central portion containing the bundle.

Fig. 5. A magnified view of a portion of Fig. 4.



C. Detector Tube Number and Placement

The 1.8 cm of polyethylene between the tungsten and the detector tubes was chosen to
maximize the detection efficiency. The Monte Carlo-calculated efficiencies with thicknesses from
1.5 to 2.2 cm were not greatly different, but roughly peaked at 1.8 cm.

A ring of 18 tubes at this radius also maximizes the detection efficiency. The distance
between the centers of adjacent tubes is 4.97 cm. This is essentially the standard distance used
between adjacent tubes in high-efficiency detectors.

D . Response Uniformity

The inherent accuracy of the counter's assay is improved by having the response (i.e., the
count rate) be independent of the position of the neutron source within the bundle. This was ex-
amined with the Monte Carlo code by having neutrons originate only within a portion of the bundle
that is a 1-cm-high cylinder with the bundle's diameter. By moving the source cylinder along the
bundle, the response profile was calculated. The response profile taken experimentally with a
small neutron source placed along the axis of the assay chamber does not take into account the
scattering and absorption by the bundle, so the best way to design for uniformity is with the Monte
Carlo code.

Fig. 6. A magnified view of one of the detector tubes,
only 33% of the tube and faces the bundle.

The cadmium covers



With detector tubes that were 91.44 cm (36 inches) long, the response was quite constant for
all source locations. For nine locations the standard deviation of the responses was 1.6% of the
average response. The largest deviations from the average were at the very ends of the bundle, and
these were only 3%.

But if shorter tubes could be used, the height and weight of the detector would be reduced;
less tungsten would be needed and this is the major source of the detector's weight. Further Monte
Carlo calculations with shorter tubes showed that 71.12-cm (28-inch) tubes had severe (15 to
20%) drops in response at the bundle's ends, but this amount could be corrected by using cad-
mium strips along the central portions of the tubes.

The best uniformity was found with cadmium strips 40 cm long, not placed exactly centered
on the tubes but shifted upward by 2 cm. This reduces the detection efficiency for a source near
the center of the bundle but has a smaller effect on sources near the ends of the bundle; therefore,
the response becomes more constant. The cadmium covered only 33% of the tube and faced the
bundle; a complete wrapping of the tubes had too strong an effect. The overall detection efficiency
is of course reduced, but the efficiency is still high for the measurement of the bundles with their
loadings of ^Cm.

The uniformity achieved is shown in Table II and Fig. 7. The standard deviation of the re-
sponses from nine source locations of the 1-cm-high cylindrical source along the bundle is only
2.7%. This can be improved further by placing small (1- or 2-cm-high) bands of cadmium around
the tube at the two heights where the maximum responses were calculated: 15.5 cm and 50.5 cm
above the bottom of each tube.

TABLE II. RESPONSE UNIFORMITY TO
1-cm-THICK CYLINDER EMBEDDED IN A
BUNDLE

(Without Cadmium Bands)

Height Above Bottom
of Bundle (cm)

0.5
7.5

12.5
17.5
25.0
32.5
37.5
42.5
49.5

Relative
Response

1.007
1.024
0.995
0.974
0.961
0.987
1.026
1.044
0.982



10 20 30 40
Neutron Source Height (cm)

50

Fig. 7. This graph shows the response of the detector to neutron sources that are
cylinders with the diameter of the bundle, but are only 1 cm tall. The neutron
source height is the distance above the bottom of the bundle. The relative counter
response is the MCNP tally of reactions in the He-3 detector tubes. The average
efficiency of the system is -14.6%.

To test the uniformity of the actual bundle counter, it is impractical to move a wCm source
through a bundle, but it is easy to place ^Cf at different heights along the axis of an empty assay
chamber. The degree of uniformity will be different than with a bundle but it can be compared to
the profile from the Monte Carlo code. The profile in Table m and Fig. 8 should be found with

TABLE III. RESPONSE UNIFORMITY TO
Cf-252 SOURCE NOT IN A BUNDLE

(Without Cadmium Bands)

Height Above Bottom
of Bundle (cm)

0.5
7.5

12.5
17.5
25
32.5
37.5
42.5
49.5

Relative
Response

1.020
1.014
0.991
0.975
0.987
0.987
1.014
1.022
1.005



0.0
10 20 30 40

Cf-252 Source Height (cm)
50

Fig. 8. This figure is a companion to Fig. 7, but now the bundle has been removed
and a "2Cf point source of neutrons is placed at various heights along the axis of the
empty assay chamber. The height of zero is the bottom of the assay chamber. If a
2"Cf source produces this profile with the fabricated counter, then "'Cm in a bundle
will produce the profile shown in Fig. 7. The uncertainties are smaller than the data
points.

252Cf before the two small bands of cadmium are placed on the tubes. If the profile in Fig. 8 is
found with ^Cf, then the profile in Fig. 7 will exist for a bundle before the bands of cadmium are
added.

Recommended Dimensions

The dimensions recommended for the bundle counter are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for the
radial and vertical directions, respectively. These are similar to Figs. 1 and 2, but dimensions have
been added.

E. Small Sample Measurements

The bundle counter can be used to measure the small powder samples. In this case, the
height of the sample is less than -35 cm and it is not necessary to use the graphite lid on the top of
the sample container.

Table IV gives the calculated response profile for the bundle counter with the top end plug
removed and Fig. 11 gives a plot of the data. The neutron source for the calculation was a 1-cm-
thick disk of powder.

We see from the profile that the central 30 cm of the sample volume is uniform without the
use of the top plug. This is of interest in the hot cell operation to avoid the necessity of moving the
end plug for each sample.



IV. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

A. Detector Tubes

The neutron detectors must operate inside the hot cell of the DUPIC process where the
gamma dose is very high. Tungsten or steel shielding is placed around the He-3 tubes to reduce
the dose rates from ~104 R/h down to 1-100 R/h. Tests were performed to select a gas mixture
with minimum gamma-ray pileup interference in the neutron pulse distribution. We selected a
He-3 plus nitrogen mixture with graphite lining on the aluminum tube wall. The tube
specifications are given in Table V.

All dimensions are in

6.55 20.7375

0.0254 Cadmium and 0.13335 Air
cr 0.15875 Air

All dimensions are in inches.

Carter
Lire

2.579

0.0787
1.125

Hole

0.010 Cadmium and 0.0525 Air
or0.0625Air

Fig. 9. The radial dimensions of the bundle counter are shown here in centimeters
and inches. This figure is similar to Fig. 1, but now the bundle and its basket are
removed and a loose-fitting liner is shown.
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• 81.12 31.937 Top of bunde counter

Approximate space for electronics

-76.56 30.142 Top of polyethylene

- 7 5 5 6 29.748 Top of graphite reflector

-68.12 26.819 Bottom of the upper iron shield:

top of tungsten shield

- 63.06 24.827 Bottom of graphite reflector

28-inch adive-tongth Reuter-Stokes H w tubes

-7.1S 2.S1S Top of nickel reflector

•5.00 2.000 Top of the lower lion shield;
bottom of tungsten shield

— 0.00 0.000 Bottom of bunde counter

• (Concrete Floor)

Fig. 10. The recommended dimensions of the bundle counter in the vertical
direction are shown.

TABLE IV. VERTICAL EFFICIENCY RESPONSE FOR A DISK
SOURCE OF POWDER WITH THE TOP PLUG REMOVED

Height Above Bottom
of Assay Chamber

(cm)

0.0
5.0
10.0
17.5

25.0
30.0
35.0
42.0

Relative
Response

1.046
1.035
1.007
0.986

0.979
0.987
0.997
0.962
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DUP1C BUNDLE COUNTER WITH THETOP PLUG REMOVED

1
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Fig. 11. Relative efficiency versus distance above the bottom of the assay chamber
for the case with the top plug removed.

B. Amplifiers

Each of the He-3 tubes is connected to an individual PDT-110A amplifier to reduce the
gamma-ray pileup problem. The amplifiers have short time constants (-0.5 fxs) to help discrimi-
nate the neutron events (fast rise time) from the gamma-pileup events (slow rise time).

The specifications for the amplifiers are given in Table V. The He-3-tube HN connectors
screw directly into the PDT-llOA preamplifiers so there are no cable runs between the detector
tubes and the preamplifiers. The detector tube and amplifier combination is shown in Fig. 12.

C. Coincidence Electronics

The bundle counter is used to measure the 244Cm in the different sample categories listed in
Table I. The primary 244Cm signature is the coincidence neutron emission from the spontaneous
fission of 244Cm. We are using an Aquila PSR-B shift register module to measure the singles,
doubles, and triples neutron emission rates from the samples. Because we have 18 amplifiers
powered by the same PSR-B unit, it was necessary to increase the output power of the +5 V
supply inside the PSR-B.

12



TABLE V. He-3 TUBE AND PREAMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS

•Reuter-Stokes Model No.

Helium gas pressure

Cathode material

Diameter

Active length

Number of tubes

PDT preamp. model

Number of preamplifiers

Signal logic pulse length

Low voltage power supply

RS-P4-0828-114

4 atm

At
25 A mm

711 mm

18
PDT-110A

18

50 ns

+5V

PREAMP —
Model: PDT-110A

unit: inch (cm)

n n" SHV 0.66 (1.68)

Preamp
diameter
1.55 (3.94)

He-3 TUBE
Model: RS-P4-0828-114

Preamp length
1.90 (4.83)

Preamp total length
3.20 (8.13)

Connector 0.64 (1.63)

Non-sensitive length
2.70 (6.86)

Tube+Preamp total length
34.07 (86.54)

Tube total length
31.51 (80.04)

Sensitive(or active) length
28.00 (71.12)

Non-sensitive length
0.81 (Z06)

Fig. 12. Dimensions of He-3 tube and preamp to be installed in the bundle
counter. The total length shown here is longer than that in Fig. 10 because of
the nonactive length of He-3 tube and the cylindrical annulus preamp.
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D. Detector Signal Electronics

Figure 13 shows a schematic diagram of the 18 He-3 tubes/amplifiers inside the electronics
junction box that connects the HV bias (-1900 V), low-voltage power supply (+5 V), three signal
lines, and 18 LED display lights to show the status of the 18 amplifiers. The 18 amplifiers are
grouped into 3 signal output lines (A, B, and C) with 6 amplifiers each to provide diagnostic in-
formation as well as the capability to reduce the counting rate in the PSR-B by 33% or 66% by dis-
connecting Hnes for the samples with extremely high counting rates. The counting rate should be
held below -1.2 MHz for the operation of the coincidence logic.

The three signal output lines (A, B, and C) are wired as shown in Fig. 14. Every third tube
is connected to each of the signal lines to maintain the azimuthal symmetry when a signal line is not
used. Additional wiring information, including the PDT-110A TTL connections, is shown in Fig.
15.

E . HV Bias Connections

Figure 16 shows a schematic diagram of the HV bias connection between the shift register
(PSR-B) and the 18 tubes. A common HV bus line services each amplifier and tube.

Figure 17 shows the detail of the HV connections between the tubes and the 18 PDT-110A
amplifiers.

Preamp

-' tf

Fig. 13. Electronics box configuration of the bundle counter. The number
shown in the circle denotes the individual preamp-He-3 tube combination
described in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 14. Signal cable configuration of the bundle counter. Each of the three signal
output lines is connected with six amplifiers to provide diagnostic information as
well as the capability to reduce the counting rate in the shift register.

Fig. IS. Detailed description of the signal cable configuration. Every third tube is
connected to each of the signal lines to maintain the azimuthal symmetry when a
signal line is not used.

15



Fig. 16. Bias cable configuration of the bundle counter. A common HV bus line
services each preamplifier and tube.

(#9Iend]
right-angle _-s
connector)

Fig. 17. Detailed description of the bias cable configuration. Every second preamp is
connected by HV cable because the cable is not flexible.
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F. Amplifier Power Supply

Figure 18 shows a schematic diagram of the connections between the shift register and the 18
amplifiers for the +5-V power supply. A common bus line connects all of the amplifiers. Figure
19 shows the connections of the power supply to the PDT-110A amplifiers.

G. LED Status Lights

Each of the 18 amplifiers has an LED that blinks when a signal pulse is passed to the shift
register. These lights are used for diagnostic purposes. Figure 20 shows the connections to the
LED display panel on the side of the detector.

The PDT-llOA amplifiers require special cables for the connections shown in Figs. 14-20.
These cables and connections are specified in Table VI.

BNC connector P i + 5 volts

Power cable

BNC connector

Fig. 18. Power cable configuration of the bundle counter,
nects all of the amplifiers.

A common bus line con-

17



Fig. 19. Detailed description of the power cable configuration. Each next preamp is
connected by power cable.

LED PANEL
(mounted on bundle counter)

Fig. 20. LED cable and panel configuration of the bundle counter. Three LED groups in
the panel correspond to the signals A, B, and C in Fig. 14.

18



H. Shift Register Connections

The bundle counter is designed to operate in both the attended or unattended modes. The un-
attended mode is used by safeguards inspectors measure the 244Cm in individual samples and to
monitor the movement of fuel in the DUPIC hot cells. Figure 21 shows the connection of the bun-
dle counter and the PSR-B modules so that the operator and the inspectors have separate access to
the output of the counter.

I. Computer Connections

In Fig. 22, the bundle counter connects to a PSR-B module that has a serial port connection
to a personal computer. The PSR-B contains a PSR-AUX board for multiplicity counting. The
software for the system is the PSR collect for continuous mode operation and WIN NCC for
attended mode operation.

V. SUMMARY

In designing of the DUPIC spent fuel bundle counter, we used the MCNP code to provide an
appropriately uniform detection efficiency over the bundle length. The gamma dose on the He-3
detector tubes was reduced by about three orders of magnitude by using tungsten shielding on the
interior of the detector.

Individual PDT-110A amplifiers are used on each He-3 tube to reduce the gamma-ray pileup
in the electronics. A special nitrogen gas mixture is used in the He-3 tubes to minimize the gamma
pile-up and to provide a long tube life in the high-radiation field.

TABLE VI. DESCRIPTION AND NOTATION ABOUT THE PDT MODULE
CABLING KITS*

PDT Module Cabling Kits
CKA single module setup kit

Nonconducting screwdriver for module gain adjustments
Microcoax cable with a banana jack for connection to a +5 V dc
power supply and an SMB female straight jacket connector for
attachment to the +5-V PDT module connector

HV cable with male SHV connectors
Microcoax cable with an SMA male straight jacket receptacle for
connection to the '"I'LL OUT' connector and a coax connector for
input to a digital pulse counter

CKB intermodule connection kit
SMB T-connector for +5 V interconnection
+5 V cable with SMB connectors on both ends for daisy-chaining
with SMB T-connector

SHV T-connector for HV interconnection

HV cable with male SHV connectors
Microcoax cable with SMA male straight jacket receptacles for
daisy-chaining from "TTL OUT' to "TTL IN" between modules

•Refer to the PDT Inc. brochure (June 1992)

Quantity (ea.)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Notation

Al

A2

A3

A4

Bl

B2

B3

B4

B5

19



BUNDLE COUNTER

Current signal stream

Fig. 21. Connection of the bundle counter and the shift register. This connection
system is designed to operate in both the attended or unattended modes.

BUNDLE COUNTER

AC-power

PORTABLE SHIFT REGISTER (PSR)
Model: AQUILA-PSR-B

(with PSR-AUX)

PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC)

Fig. 22. Electronics connection with the bundle counter. This figure shows the
details of the shift register and personal computer.
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The efficiency of the detector was designed to be -14.6% to limit the maximum count rate to
about 1.0 MHz for the maximum-size sample. The 244Cm content in the fuel is a strong function of
the burnup so if future high-burnup fuel gives a neutron rate that is above the coincidence elec-
tronics limit, the efficiency can be reduced by 1/3 or 2/3 by disconnecting groups of He-3 tubes or
tubes and amplifiers. It is desirable to maintain a reasonably high efficiency for the small-mass
powder samples.

The 244Cm is the primary source of neutrons for the measurements and the system will pro-
vide singles, doubles, and triples counting rates for the samples. Each of these rates will be pro-
portional to the M4Cm mass in the sample and the possible multiplication of neutrons in the full
bundles can be corrected for using the singles and doubles counts. In addition, calibration stan-
dards for the bundle geometry will provide the relationship between the sample mass and the mul-
tiplication of curium neutrons in the uranium and plutonium.

The fuel bundle counter described in this report included considerable detail on the mechani-
cal and electrical design. The counter will be fabricated by KAERI and the performance testing
will be documented. The assembled counter shown in Fig. 23 will be installed in the prototype
fabrication hot cell for the DUPIC process. The samples will be placed into the counter using an
overhead crane and the custom sample buckets.

Fig. 23. The design of the assembled DUPIC fuel
bundle counter for remote sample handling.
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